Operation Equality O'Clock
FIND ALL 50 STATES
Alabama

Find Alabama in Adams Morgan and take
home some patriotic BBQ.

Alaska

This spot in Adams Morgan will help you
ACE all your garden needs for the spring.

Arizona
We think this market on Mount Pleasant
Street NW is just PEACHY!

Arkansas
On 17th Street in Adams Morgan, 350
days / year you'll find this BAKERY and
COFFEE BAR.

California
18th and T hosts a DC landmark for
Mexican and Latin food. Toast gender
equality with a signature margarita!

Colorado

POLITICS can be PROSE in this Chevy
Chase bookstore.

Connecticut

Logan Circle residents will ACE this clue.

Idaho

We care about your health! Use a
CALABASH to sip your TEA / TONIC on
12th Street NE.

Illinois

BULLFROGS hop to it on H Street. Make
sure you grab an everything BAGEL
before they sell out!

Indiana
It's only NATURAL the seasons are
TURNING; spring is the time to detox
with a healthy juice on H Street NE.

Iowa
If you are known to be PHYSICAL you
won't miss the clue hidden in the H
Street Corridor.

Kansas
Keep an eye out for the orange roof at
the corner of P street and Hopkins.

Kentucky

Wood-fired pizza in Dupont Circle? We
are in PARADISO!

Delaware

Louisiana

Florida

Maine

Georgia

Maryland

Hawaii

Massachusetts

Your hair and nail appointment will be
GOLDEN in Mt. Pleasant.
Do not WINE or the SPIRIT of IRVING
Berlin may pop up in Mt. Pleasant.
Grab a quick meal in Mt. Pleasant. With a
menu in Spanish and English, this CAFE is
DOS the fun!
SAMBROSA means tasty (in Spanish, not
Hawai'ian). Don't chicken out on finding
this spot on Mount Pleasant Street NW.

Stop and smell the FLOWERS on 14th
street between S and R.
If you have the munchies and are near
Blues Alley, this is the place to go!
Water from a BROOK in a green VALLEY
- it's a sweet dream at this cozy tea spot
on P Street in Dupont Circle.
Italian for little sister - find her at the
corner of 21st and P Street in Dupont
Circle.
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Michigan

New York

Minnesota

North Carolina

Look for a women-owned shop that
combines activism and fashion on 14th
Street NW.
Reserve your time in a Bookish Bubble at
this spot in Dupont Circle.

Mississippi

Not just for wizards, this HOUSE will
nourish your mind and body (nestled
between 17th Street NW and Mozart
Place NW).

This delicious HIP vegan spot on 7th
Street NW makes food that you can feel
good about.
When you can't get to the COAST for a
TORTILLA, head to this Mexican
restaurant enjoyed by politicians and
locals alike! Famous margaritas since
1988.

North Dakota

Missouri

Find the BUTCHER when you Grace this
street in Georgetown.

Montana

Look for an equality botique on
Wisconsin Ave, serving both PRINCES
and PRINCESSES.

Nebraska

No matter the cycle, Georgetown is BIG
on equality since 1985. It's in their
WHEELhouse.

Nevada

Find the SOURCE of this clue on M Street
in Georgetown if you are looking for the
right PAPER!

The clue is hidden around Union Market
in a spot between the COTTON and
REED.
You won't feel a bit BLUE when you
search for the clue at this coffee shop at
the corner of 4th and Morse.
Congressional staff grab lunch at this
diner before returning to the grind at the
Madison Building across the street.
Equality is for men too! Be a WISEGUY
on the corner of H and 4th Streets NW.

New Hampshire

Herman Melville would head to 31st
Street for their KABOBS.

New Jersey

Shares a name with the American
University business school; found on the
corner of New Jersey and E Street NW.

New Mexico

Gabe will help you WINE down with
directions to the POTOMAC river from
M Street.

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

(Re)Discover world-famous architect
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe by finding the
building he designed in Washington, DC.

Rhode Island

Famous or infamous, this Capitol Hill bar
is known for its St. Patrick's Day
Celebration. Groovy TIMES await as you
enjoy a pint and listen to the jukebox.

South Carolina

Keep up the PACE and find this clue as
you are RUNNING around Georgetown.
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South Dakota

Bookshelves from floor to ceiling in this
CAPITOL Hill gem.

Tennessee

Near the Eastern Market Metro find your
equality FAIRY GODMOTHER.

Texas

As you are rollin' through the hunt, don't
miss this DELI at the corner of 4th Street
SE and Pennsylvania.

Utah

The name conjures war and peace, but
deep down this shop supports equality
for all on Pennsylvania Ave, just down
the street from the Capitol.

Vermont

This is the FIRST spot you might look on
the busy corner of G and 10th Streets
NW.

Virginia

Our URBAN scavenger hunt will take you
across the street from Capital One
Arena. Make sure you check out their
Sunday brunch menu!

Washington

NE of Logan Circle, you may know this
Captiol Hill coffee bar by the name TCB.

West Virginia

ANACOSTIA may be the new CENTER
for ART in the city -- find this spot and
check it out!

Wisconsin

WE, THE people are always seeking a
great PIZZA, especially along
Pennsylvania Ave SE.

Wyoming

Thank you for being so LOYAL and
BOOKing it to this shop on Upshure
Street NW.
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CRACK THE CODE
HI

AL

LA

TN

WY

OR

TX

NH

WV

CT

MD

MS

PA

AZ

MO

NV

NM

IL

SC

CA

ID

OK

AK

UT

IN

ME

RI

KS

WI

SD

DE

NC

KY

GA

ND

AR

MI

VT

NJ

WA

CO

MN

OH

MT

IA

MA

NE

NY

FL

VA
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International Women's Day
March 8
International Women's Day is an annual call to action, not a celebration. It's
time to bring America one step closer to its promise of liberty and justice for all.
In the distant past, Cherokee people believed that the world existed in a precarious
balance... An important part of the balance was equity between men and women."
— Wilma Pearl Mankiller, first female chief of the Cherokee Nation

The United States no longer ranks in the top 1/3 of countries for gender
equality, as ranked by both the World Economic Forum and the World Bank Group's
Women, Business and the Law.
Every time a woman stands up for herself, without knowing it possibly,
without claiming it, she stands up for all women. — Maya Angelou
Not until the half of our population represented by women and girls can live
free from fear, violence and everyday insecurity, can we truly say we live
in a fair and equal world. — UN Secretary-General António Guterres

In 2018, the United States was ranked as the 10th most dangerous country in
the world for women.
America ranked third, with Syria, for risk of sexual violence, harassment
and coercion into sex.
America ranked sixth regarding non-sexual violence such as domestic and
mental abuse.
The CDC estimates that around half of American women will experience
some sort of sexual violence in their lifetime.
More at https://VoteEquality.US/FAQ/gender-violence

Sources for stats available at https://VoteEquality.US/FAQ/international
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America's gender equality gap won't close for over 200 years, over twice the
estimated international average (across all countries).
If we want to make workplaces more open, we need to
acknowledge logistical challenges... by being more open, it might
create a path for other women. — Jacinda Ardern
We have to dare to modernize to get room to maneuver
for the priorities of the future. — Erna Solberg

soshould
should
ours.
168 international constitutions include gender equality and so
ours
!!!!!!!!
This isn’t an issue of politics — it’s an issue of fairness for all Americans.
Congress must press forward and end any unnecessary barriers to the
ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment. — Rep. Tom Reed, NY-23

It is absolutely imperative that every human being’s freedom and human rights are
respected, all over the world. Freedom and human rights — that is what the world needs
most, that is what everyone longs for, and should be entitled to, in order to be able to live
with dignity.. — Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir

I'm no longer accepting the things I cannot change...
I'm changing the things I cannot accept. — Angela Davis

Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can. — Arthur Ashe

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change
the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has. — Margaret Mead

Have a bias toward action – let’s see something happen now. You can break that
big plan into small steps and take the first step right away. — Indira Ghandi
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